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The egg shape, as a description datum about adult bird is an important object for research work closely allied with the bird 

adaptation to brood under different environmental conditions. Besides, it is possible to use this approach as an additional 

research instrument for general bird evolution study, ecological proximity, taxonomy, etc. Moreover, at the same time egg 

shape profile is the mostly suitable characteristic for intravital study above-mentioned aspects.  
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A plenty of research works devoted to egg shape could be related to the next groups. The first one is represented by the oval 

curve constructions of coherent to egg profiles with the indication of prospective usage in oology (Cundy, Rollett, 1989; Dixon, 

1991; Iwamoto, 2011; Nishiyama, 2010; Mieszkalski, 2014). The second one and most important direction is algebraic 

description of the curves approximated to the bird egg profiles (Paganelli et al., 1974; Anderson, 1978; Myand, 1988; 

Hutchinson, 2000; Köller, 2000; Mattas, 2001; Johnson, 2001; Baker, 2002; Führer-Nagy, 2002; Heck, 2010; Möller, 2009; 

Petrović, Obradović, 2010; Avila, 2014, Yamamoto, 2016). In addition, polynomial equation takes up the special place in such a 

research (Preston, 1968, Todd, Smart, 1984; Barta, Székely, 1997; Narushin, 2001; Jonson, Leyhe, Werner, 2001; Baker, 2002; 

Francevich, 2010). Moreover, the last one is the most recent direction in the egg study - geometrical morphometry (Murray, 

Piller, et al., 2013; Deeming, Ruta, 2014; Stoddard et al., 2017; Deeming, 2018, Biggins, Thompson, Birkhead, 2018). 

Despite the universality of mentioned methods of approximation and possibility to describe eggs with predetermined 

accuracy, the majority of oological problems are stay unsolved. In mentioned researches, the egg profile considered as a 

closed curve without analysis of its parts. The last one performed by infundibular (more round zone where air camera is 

located), cloacal (more pointed part of the egg, the room for allantois) and interpolar (the central zone of embryo location) 

zones of the egg (Kostin, 1977).  

The size of each zone has obvious meaning for the incubation. Info with parameters related to curvature of the egg flat zones 

is significant for shape classification and unification of quantitative and geometrical data with names into general system 

(Мytiai, 2003, 2008; Mytiai, Matsyura, 2017). 

Preston firstly paid attention to necessity to make measurements of curvature radiuses of egg polar zones (Preston, 1953, 

1968). This author and others offered several appliances for making such a measurements (Preston, 1953; Gemperlе, Preston, 

1955; Preston, 1957a, 1957b; Reid et al., 1974). Taking into account values of two radiuses of egg poles F. W. Preston offered 

two indexes (asymmetrical and biconical). However due to complexity the method did not find acceptance.  

Appearance of digital photography and proper software made simple to obtain additional egg parameters besides the 

measurement of length and diameter with the help of sliding caliper. At the same time, it has become possible to describe 

quantitatively each egg zone. This article is devoted to the software aimed to obtain such quantitative figures and touches the 

questions of their prospective usage.  

 

Materials and methods 

 
Basic egg dimensions – length and diameter (width) were measured with a caliper with precision up to 0.1 mm. To obtain the 

radiuses of curve, eggs were photographed with a digital camera Pentax K10D on a special holder under balanced 

illumination and special positioning that provided perpendicular between the egg length and lens optical axis. We used 

computer photo processing for further shape analysis. All the egg zones names used herein are the same to Y. V. Kostin 

(1977) (Fig.1). 
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Figure1. Components of the bird egg: R1=Ri – curvature radius of infundibular area, R2=Rl – curvature radius of lateral area, 

R3=Rc – curvature radius of cloacal area 

 

We performed this study on data from 16.490 bird eggs of 800 species (20 orders). The egg names (according to their shape) 

we suggested in our previous study (Mytiai, Matsyura, 2017).  

 

Results 
 

Physically the egg as a body of revolution can be considered as a uniformly or non-uniformly compressed ball at two opposite 

sides. As a result, we have either symmetrical form – polar zones are identical or asymmetrical form where polar zones are 

different. The magnitudes of radiuses in curved parts we can detect by egg photos. It is possible to find this with the help of 

compass by making circles equal to curve of appropriate zone and measure radiuses by caliper after. These operations could 

be implemented using CorelDRAW, Photoshop, and Picture Manager, but during the volumetrical handling it is not effective. 

That is why the special software was written that allowed to find radiuses of curve, surface area and volume using scaled 

digital egg photo. 

The model of complex ovoid was taken as a principle with postulation that the egg outline (profile) is the combination of arcs 

of different radiuses that are smoothly transferred one into the other. In addition, the smoothness achieved due to arc 

conjugation (Fig.2) 

 

 

 
 

Figure 2. Scheme of ovoid arc conjugation 
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Mathematically it can be solved using equation of smooth piecewise continuous curve. In general view, the egg profile could 

be obtained rotating a smooth curve that set by equation F(X, Y) = 0, around the certain axis N in Cartesian co-ordinates. 

Let us suppose some Cartesian co-ordinates Oxy and for simplification accept the condition that the axis of curve rotation 

(egg form) coincide with the axis Ox. Thus, for egg form reproduction, it is enough to accept F(X, Y) = 0, Y > 0. In addition, 

surmise curve of rotation as the arches of three circles, which smoothly transferred one into the other. As a result, equation 

of the curve will be the next: 
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Where: 

 (XI, YI) і RI, (XL,YL) і RL та (XC; YC) i RC – coordinates of the centers and radiuses of corresponding circles of infundibular, 

lateral (interpolar) and cloacal zones of the egg; 

 (XLeft, 0) та (XRight, 0) –  these are left and right cross points between curve F(X, Y) = 0 and abscissa axis; 

 X1 та X2 – abscissas of junction points of the circles (points of transfer one arch into the other). 

Without loss of universality and for simplification, we accepted the next limits: 

 center of the circle which form lateral (interpolar) zone is located on the Оу axis, XL  =  0 and point (0, D/2) – is the 

point of maximum; 

 centers of the opposite arches are located on the abscissa axis, j  = 0 і YC = 0.  

 

Therefore, taking into account all the stated conditions the equation of the curve, that form the egg profile during rotation, 

will be the next: 
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Taking into account the condition of smoothness 
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From equation (2) we find abscissas of junction points of the arches which form curve of rotation. 
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Thus, we have parametrical equation of the curve F(X, Y) = 0, which depends on characteristics: 

 

 X I  – abscissa of the circle center of infundibular zone; 

 RI - radius of the circle of infundibular zone; 

 Y L  -  ordinate of the circle center of lateral (interpolar) zone; 

 RL - radius of the circle of lateral (interpolar) zone; 

 XC - abscissa of the circle center of cloacal zone; 

 RC - radius of the circle of cloacal zone; 
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The next steps of egg parameters analysis are: 

a) color image transformation into black-and-white; 

b) white and black components definition; 

c) iterative computing of all parameters. 

 

It is possible to describe each color of egg photo as a combination of red, green and blue (RGB scheme) with the set of 

coefficients. We consider the color in each pixel as a: 

(R ,G ,B ),0 ≤ R,G ,B  ≤   255 GS (R, G, B) – this is the grey representation of color picture (Fig. 3): 

 

 

 
 

Figure 3. RGB to Grayscale 

 

 

There are several commonly used ways to set a function which transform color pixels into gray tints: 

1. GS (R, G, B) = 0.299R + 0.587G + 0.114B 

2. GS (R, G, B) = 0.2126R + 0.7152G + 0.0722B 

3. GS(R,G ,B) =(R+G+B)/3 

After color transformation each pixel of a new representation has the value from 0 up to 255, where 0 – completely black and 

255 – completely white. Using some threshold value of T, the gray tint image can be transformed into black-and-white picture 

by a formula where values less than T transform into black and greater than T – into white. As a result we obtain the next 

picture (see Fig. 4). 

 

 
 

Figure 4. Grayscale to Monochrome transformation. 

 

 

Search algorithm in width could be used to choose connectivity components. The core of the process is – for each pixel, we 

analyze four nearest one and each of them with the same color has the same connectivity component. Start from any pixel 

and set the first connectivity component. Then find pixels out of processing and iterate procedure.  

Only points, which limit connectivity components, are necessary for egg characteristics processing. Therefore, for each 

component it is possible to use algorithm of convex shell construction to find only limiting points for each component (Fig. 5). 
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Figure 5. Connectivity components. 

 

Let us progress to the next. The convex shells of single component connectivity represented at the picture below. The process 

of iterative calculations is under implementation with assumed contingencies for circle centers and radiuses coordinates 

without loss of universality: 

• radiuses Rc and R i  are located between 0 and D; 

• abscissa X I  is located between XL e f t  and 0; 

• abscissa Xc is located between 0 and XR i g h t ; 

• radius RL is located between 0 and 4 D. 

Now, by changing the meanings with given step it is possible to obtain approximated meanings for coordinates of circle 

centers and radiuses which determine egg form.  

 {x і , r і  r L , r L ,x с , r c }   - are the current supposed values for abscissa and radius of the circle which circumscribe infundibular 

zone, radius of the lateral zone and abscissa and radius of the circle of cloacal zone correspondingly (Fig.6). 

 

 
 

Figure 6. Suggested iterations. 

 

For each the configuration, we suggested to calculate: 
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And denote that: 

 

- is the function which characterize the egg form in current parameters; 
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Where С is the specific set of points (which confine the egg form) that we obtained during the previous steps. 

 

To start from the denotation, the value of the function   YXF
CCLII rxrrx ,,,,, showes how far is the point with 

coordinates (X, Y) from the curve which circumscribe the egg form in current configuration, while the value S{XI,ri,rL,XC,rC} – is the 

sum of all distances from the original curve points to the curve in current configuration. 

Thus, among the all possible configurations{xj ,  T j  ,TL ,XC  , r c  } it’s necessary to find one with minimal S{x i , r i , r L ,X c , r c }  value. 

These will be the values of research parameters for the centers and radiuses of the circles. 

On the base of above mentioned equations we created the software “Egg Scanner” (Appendix), which calculates three 

radiuses, egg surface area, egg volume, and draw egg profiles. All the research data orderly stored at special Access DB. All 

the info related to the measurements, egg photo, and handmade real measurements of egg length and diameter are entered 

into the DB. In addition, the last two measurements are necessary for software miscounts monitoring. 

 

Discussion 
 

All the above mentioned existing methods of egg circumscribing have definite approximation towards the real forms. Even 

the mostly accurate methods of extrapolation (Baker, 2002; Bridge et al., 2007; Frantsevich, 2010; Deeming, Ruta, 2014; 

Nedomová, Buchar, 2014; Troscianco, 2014; Ban et al., 2011; Stoddard, 2017, Biggins et al., 2018) (polynomial equation) do not 

permit to conduct the research without egg zones curvature analysis. The rate and values of polar and interpolar zones are 

informative for quantitative egg assessing and for finding out relationship between morphometric indexes and functional 

meaning. We believed that the variety of egg forms caused by the mentioned different values of radiuses. 

Moreover, each radius characterize the definite shell zone, which are the definite conditions for embryo development and 

they are associated with infundibular zone (the blunt egg end with the air camera inside) responsible for the embrio 

respiration. The opposite zone, (more pointed end) is the room for allantois that plays the important role in respiration, water 

exchange and accumulation of metabolism products. This pole curvature makes an influence on egg asymmetry (Mytiai, 

Matsyura, 2017) degree and form angle of inclination of egg long axis that important to account during incubation (Mao et al., 

2007).  

Interpolar zone is the place for yolk and the size of this zone is influential for embryo development (Deeming, 2018). The 

zones, slipping each into other, make up the total egg form with common curvature, surface area and volume that provide 

mechanical strength of the shell. Its role in the processes of thermoregulation, respiration and transpiration is indisputable. 

 
 

Figure. 7. Asymmetrical oval – ovoid (а) и and its types (b-g) 

  YXF
CCLII rxrrx ,,,,,
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All the discussed above underlines the importance of radiuses values for mathematical egg form definition. Considering the 

importance of the parameters of the radii of curvature of the polar zones proposed by Preston (Preston, 1953, 1968), we used 

their measurement from photographs of eggs using a specially written computer program (Mytiai, 2003, 2008). We also 

believe that four independent parameters are enough to describe any form of bird eggs. Other authors agree with this 

(Biggins et al., 2018). However, in addition to the indices, the four parameters mentioned allow us to bring the whole variety 

of eggs into a single system and introduce an individual standard for each of the forms. We have introduced such a system 

for the first time (Mytiai, Matsyura, 2017).  

Analysis of the 16.490 bird egg’s shapes (of 800 species) shows, that the radiuses of polar zones (Ri, Rc), length (L) and 

diameter (D) are the four independent parameters. Length and diameter are measured by caliper, radiuses of blunt and 

pointed egg parts are measured according to our method. Using these quantitative parameters and geometric structure we 

solve the problem of appropriate egg shape naming that additionally gives the possibility in finding relations between the 

form and functional meaning of each egg zone and of the whole egg too. As a result of our research the egg shape 

classification with geometrical structure, size indexes and names was originated (Mytiai, Matsyura, 2017). 

Asymmetrical oval – ovoid with one axis of symmetry was taken as a basic model for measurements and egg shape 

classification. According to one of definitions (Dixon, 1991; Cundy, Rollett, 1989), ovoid is a flat, closed, convex, smooth curve 

consisting of conjugated arcs of circles of different radiuses, which form four apexes. This so-called “classical ovoid” has the 

next parameters:     DRlRcLDRi  ;21;22;5,0  (Fig. 7a). 

If we accept diameter as a unit (of measurement) and express other three parameters in this units - indexes of the egg form 

will be found as a result. The egg length divided on diameter gives classical index of longitude (Iel=L/D), radiuses of polar 

zones – indexes of infundibular (Iiz=Ri/D) and cloacal (Icz=Rc/D) zones. 

Indexes of infundibular zone close to 0,5D give an opportunity to specify shapes named as “base ovoids” (Fig. 7, b-g). They 

grow by lengthening or shortening of initial “classical ovoid” because to changes in radiuses of cloacal and lateral arches. In 

accordance with the geometry of these ovoids, the names are simply originated: sphere-shaped (b), roundish (c), blunt (d), 

typical (e), drop-shaped (f), and cone-shaped (g).  

The others egg shapes are characterized by polar indexes comparison, which can be equal or not. In the first case, we deal 

with symmetrical forms named as “symmetrical pseudo-ovoids” because they do not correspond to ovoid specifying. In the 

second case, the infundibular radius is shorter than 1/2D but longer than cloacal radius. Such ovoids are named as 

“asymmetrical pseudo-ovoids”. “Symmetrical” and “asymmetrical” pseudo-ovoids can be considered geometrically as a 

combination of similar and different ovoids (Fig. 8). 

 

 

 
Figure. 8. “Symmetrical” and “asymmetrical” pseudo-ovoids forming by the combination of base ovoids. 

 

Such a classification is visual, simple in usage and has all the characteristics of natural system. All the egg shapes are 

interconnected, derived from the base ovoid form and the names correspond to the mathematical terms. It allowed us to 

make the egg shape standard catalogue (Mytiai, Matsyura, 2017). Exact geometrical pattern, name and quantitative indexes 

are helpful for the search of relations between egg form and functional meaning. 

 

Conclusions 
 

The proposed geometric system of the composite ovoid allows dividing the ovoid into three zones along the curvature of their 

surface. This approach allows one to describe all existing egg forms on the basis of four independent parameters (D, L, R i, Rc). 

Their use allows, along with the Preston form indexes (Preston, 1953, 1968), to identify more indices that can be used as 

additional characteristics. Moreover, our approach allowed the creation of a natural system of bird-egg forms in the form of 
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geometric standards, in which each form has its own name, quantitative parameters, and a geometric figure. Any form of 

eggs could be associated with their ability to provide the development of bird embryos in various environmental conditions. 
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APPENDIX. STEPS OF THE ALGORITHM COMPUTER PROGRAM 

 
using System.Collections.Generic; 

using System.Text; 

using System.Drawing; 

using System.Drawing.Imaging; 

//using System.Runtime.InteropServices; 

namespace Egg_Scanner_Beta 

{class BitmapAnalysis 

{public static unsafe void SetColor(BitmapData bData, int x, int y, int NewColor) 

{((int*)((byte*)bData.Scan0 + bData.Stride * y))[x] = NewColor;} 

public static unsafe int GetColor(BitmapData bData, int x, int y) 

{return ((int*)((byte*)bData.Scan0 + bData.Stride * y))[x];} 

static Component FindAndMarkComponent(BitmapData bData, int x, int y, int[,] ids, int id, int color) 

{Component res = new Component(); 

res.IsWhite = color == Color.White.ToArgb(); 

res.ID = id; res.x = x; res.y = y; Queue<Point> q = new Queue<Point>(); 

q.Enqueue(new Point(x, y)); int size = 1; ids[x, y] = id; while (q.Count > 0) 

{Point p = q.Dequeue(); x = p.X; y = p.Y; if (x > 0 && ids[x - 1, y] == 0 & 

& GetColor(bData, x - 1, y) == color)  

{ids[x - 1, y] = id; 

size++;q.Enqueue(new Point(x - 1, y));} 

if (x < bData.Width - 1 && ids[x + 1, y] == 0 && GetColor(bData, x + 1, y) == color) 

{ids[x + 1, y] = id; size++; q.Enqueue(new Point(x + 1, y));} 

if (y > 0 && ids[x, y - 1] == 0 && GetColor(bData, x, y - 1) == color) 

{ids[x, y - 1] = id; size++; q.Enqueue(new Point(x, y - 1));} 

if (y < bData.Height - 1 && ids[x, y + 1] == 0 && GetColor(bData, x, y + 1) == color) 

{ids[x, y + 1] = id; size++; q.Enqueue(new Point(x, y + 1));} } 

res.size = size; return res;} 

public static Component[] GetComponents(BitmapData bData, int color) 

{int Width = bData.Width; int Height = bData.Height; 

List<Component> lRes = new List<Component>(); 

int[,] ids = new int[Width, Height]; 

int NewID = 1; for (int y = 0; y < Height; ++y) for (int x = 0; x < Width; ++x) 

if (GetColor(bData, x, y) == color && ids[x, y] == 0) {Component c = FindAndMarkComponent(bData, x, y, ids, NewID++, color); lRes.Add(c);} 

return lRes.ToArray();} 

public static void RepaintComponent(BitmapData bData, int x, int y, int Color, int NewColor) 

{Queue<Point> q = new Queue<Point>(); q.Enqueue(new Point(x, y)); while (q.Count > 0) 

{Point p = q.Dequeue();  x = p.X; y = p.Y; if (GetColor(bData, x, y) == NewColor) continue; 

SetColor(bData, x, y, NewColor); if (x > 0 && GetColor(bData, x - 1, y) == Color) 

q.Enqueue(new Point(x - 1, y)); 

if (x < bData.Width - 1 && GetColor(bData, x + 1, y) == Color) 

q.Enqueue(new Point(x + 1, y)); 

if (y > 0 && GetColor(bData, x, y - 1) == Color) 

q.Enqueue(new Point(x, y - 1)); 

if (y < bData.Height - 1 && GetColor(bData, x, y + 1) == Color) 

q.Enqueue(new Point(x, y + 1));} } 

static void FindMinMaxOpen(BitmapData bData, int x, int y, ref int minX, ref int minY, ref int maxX, ref int maxY) 

{int Color = System.Drawing.Color.White.ToArgb();int NewColor = System.Drawing.Color.Blue.ToArgb(); 

Queue<Point> q = new Queue<Point>(); q.Enqueue(new Point(x, y)); 

while (q.Count > 0) 

{Point p = q.Dequeue();  x = p.X; y = p.Y; 

minX = Math.Min(minX, x); 

minY = Math.Min(minY, y); 

maxX = Math.Max(maxX, x); 

maxY = Math.Max(maxY, y); 

if (GetColor(bData, x, y) == NewColor) 

continue; SetColor(bData, x, y, NewColor); if (x > 0 && GetColor(bData, x - 1, y) == Color) 

q.Enqueue(new Point(x - 1, y)); 

if (x < bData.Width - 1 && GetColor(bData, x + 1, y) == Color)  

q.Enqueue(new Point(x + 1, y)); 
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if (y > 0 && GetColor(bData, x, y - 1) == Color) 

q.Enqueue(new Point(x, y - 1)); 

if (y < bData.Height - 1 && GetColor(bData, x, y + 1) == Color) 

q.Enqueue(new Point(x, y + 1));} } 

static void FindMinMaxClose(BitmapData bData, int x, int y, int minX, int minY, int[] minXdy, int[] minYdx, int[] maxXdy, int[] maxYdx) 

{int Color = System.Drawing.Color.Blue.ToArgb(); 

int NewColor = System.Drawing.Color.White.ToArgb(); 

Queue<Point> q = new Queue<Point>(); 

q.Enqueue(new Point(x, y)); 

while (q.Count > 0) 

{ Point p = q.Dequeue(); 

x = p.X; y = p.Y; 

if (minXdy[y - minY] == -1 || minXdy[y - minY] > x) 

minXdy[y - minY] = x; 

if (minYdx[x - minX] == -1 || minYdx[x - minX] > y) 

minYdx[x - minX] = y; 

if (maxXdy[y - minY] == -1 || maxXdy[y - minY] < x) 

maxXdy[y - minY] = x; 

if (maxYdx[x - minX] == -1 || maxYdx[x - minX] < y) 

maxYdx[x - minX] = y; 

if (GetColor(bData, x, y) == NewColor) 

continue; SetColor(bData, x, y, NewColor); if (x > 0 && GetColor(bData, x - 1, y) == Color) 

q.Enqueue(new Point(x - 1, y)); 

if (x < bData.Width - 1 && GetColor(bData, x + 1, y) == Color) 

q.Enqueue(new Point(x + 1, y)); 

if (y > 0 && GetColor(bData, x, y - 1) == Color) 

q.Enqueue(new Point(x, y - 1)); 

if (y < bData.Height - 1 && GetColor(bData, x, y + 1) == Color) 

q.Enqueue(new Point(x, y + 1)); } } 

static void ActuallyClose(BitmapData bData, int minX, int minY, int[] minXdy, int[] minYdx, int[] maxXdy, int[] maxYdx) 

{int Color = System.Drawing.Color.White.ToArgb(); 

for (int dx = 0; dx < minYdx.Length; ++dx) 

for (int y = minYdx[dx]; y <= maxYdx[dx]; ++y) 

SetColor(bData, minX + dx, y, Color); 

for (int dy = 0; dy < minXdy.Length; ++dy) 

for (int x = minXdy[dy]; x <= maxXdy[dy]; ++x) 

SetColor(bData, x, minY + dy, Color);} 

public static void CloseComponent(BitmapData bData, int x, int y) 

{int minX = x, maxX = x; int minY = y, maxY = y; 

FindMinMaxOpen(bData, x, y, ref minX, ref minY, ref maxX, ref maxY); 

int[] minXdy = new int[maxY - minY + 1]; 

int[] maxXdy = new int[maxY - minY + 1]; 

for (int i = minY; i <= maxY; ++i) 

minXdy[i - minY] = maxXdy[i - minY] = -1; 

int[] minYdx = new int[maxX - minX + 1]; 

 int[] maxYdx = new int[maxX - minX + 1]; 

for (int i = minX; i <= maxX; ++i) 

minYdx[i - minX] = maxYdx[i - minX] = -1; 

FindMinMaxClose(bData, x, y, minX, minY, minXdy, minYdx, maxXdy, maxYdx); 

ActuallyClose(bData, minX, minY, minXdy, minYdx, maxXdy, maxYdx); } 

public static void RepaintComponent(BitmapData bData, Component cmp, int NewColor) 

{int Color = GetColor(bData, cmp.x, cmp.y); if (Color != NewColor) 

RepaintComponent(bData, cmp.x, cmp.y, Color, NewColor); }}} 
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